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PRCF Operational Guidelines (OP 011) 

SUBJECT: PRCF QUID PRO QUO RULE GUIDELINES   
 
 
Definitions 
 
   Quid Pro Quo   According to the United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS), a Quid Pro Quo 

Contribution is:  “A payment a donor makes to a charity, partly as a contribution and 
partly for goods or services.”  The Quid Pro Quo Contribution is the total price or 
payment that the donor has made.   

 
   Charitable    A Charitable Contribution made to the PRCF under the Quid Pro Quo rule would be 

the Contribution difference between the Quid Pro Quo Contribution and the cost of 
the good or service rendered. 

 
 Fair Market   A reasonable estimate of the cost of a good or service.  This price is often compared 

to other Value similar goods or services.  For goods or services that cannot be 
validated through comparison (e.g., artwork, unique experiences), a qualified appraiser 
will be required to assess its value.  Ideally, the comparison of the assessments made 
by three qualified appraisers should set the  fair market value for these goods. 

 
 Gift   Any financial contribution made to the PRCF. 
 
 
Purpose  
   
PRCF expects to receive an increasing number of incoming charitable contributions of varying types and 
amounts from different donor sources.  This Quid Pro Quo guideline is to be used as reference on how to 
individually process, categorize, and calculate the different dollar amounts of gifts, contributions, goods, 
or services received.   
 
This guideline aims to assist the PRCF accounting department in complying with US Department of 
Treasury regulations for maintaining the PRCF status as a 501(c)(3) charitable organization.  Following 
these guidelines will also help prevent the eventuality of a penalty and an audit by the US Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS).   
  
Receiving Financial Gifts from Donors 
 
By US law, it is required that PRCF informs its donors and prospects how much of their contribution is 
tax-deductible to them.  Any charitable contribution of more than USD 250.0 requires a letter from PRCF 
acknowledging receipt of the gift.  The Letter of Contribution Acknowledgement states the amount of 
the contribution, name and address of donor, date of donation, and when applicable the value of service 
or goods received. The PRCF Chief Executive Officer prepares the acknowledgement letter. 
 
The IRS regulations require that before a donor may claim a tax deduction for a charitable contribution, 
the donor must have a bank record or a written communication from the charitable non-profit 
organization.  According to the IRS regulations, the donor is responsible for obtaining the written gift 
acknowledgment for any single contribution of USD 250 or more, and it is the policy of the PRCF to 
provide a Letter of Contribution Acknowledgement to donors for their contributions of USD 100.0 or 
above, unless the donor refuses the acknowledgement of contribution.   
 

• The PRCF President Director / Chief Executive Officer or his appointee will sigh the Letter of 
Contribution Acknowledgement, which must be filed together with the hardcopy and scanned 
(see below) documents detailing the financial gift. 

 
• Upon receipt, all financial gifts must be scanned/ copied, and logged by a member of PRCF 

personnel.  Both the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) must be 
notified of the gift, and provided with the scanned image of the document. 
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•  If a check is received, it must be sent to the PRCF Treasurer, Chief Executive Officer, of otherwise 
Appointee for deposit.  At the time of writing, the PRCF Appointee for these transactions is the 
PRCF Governance and Communications Officer (GCO).  The check should be drawn to the 
People Resources or Conservation Foundation, and marked For Deposit Only.  All incoming funds 
are to be processed in the order that they are received.   

 
• Prior to depositing the funds into a corresponding PRCF Bank Account, ensure that:  

a) The donor name, dollar amount, and date is logged and recorded.  
b) The actual check is scanned/copied and sent to the corresponding PRCF official.   
c) The appointed signer signs the back of the check, or stamps it with a For Deposit Only.   

 
 
Clarifications by IRS for contributions to the PRCF 
 
      1. Charitable Contributions with NO Goods and or Services Received in Return.   
 

1.1 In the case a charitable contribution is less than USD 250.0, PRCF is not required to provide 
a letter reflecting a receipt of the gift.  However, the donor may request a letter from the PRCF 
to report the gift for a tax deduction.  This letter will state the amount of the contribution and 
that no service or goods were received.  Providing letters for tax purposes for contributions 
less than USD 250 is good practice. 

 
1.2 Any charitable contribution of more than USD 250.0 requires a letter from the PRCF reflecting 

the receipt of the gift.  This letter will state the amount of the contribution and that no service 
or goods were received. 

 
 

2. Charitable Contribution with Goods or Services in Return  
 

2.1 The PRCF is required to give a disclosure statement to the donor for any QPQ contribution, or 
total payment made, greater than USD 75.0.  This statement will state the total amount of 
the contribution, and the value of the goods or services that was rendered.  The PRCF must 
specify what portion of the payment went to the e service/good the donor is receiving, and 
what portion of the payment was allocated as a charitable contribution to PRCF. 

 
2.2 Specifically, the statement will: 

• Inform the donors that only the charitable contribution, or portion of the payment 
allocated going to PRCF, is deductible from their federal taxes. 

• Provide the good faith estimate of the fair market value of the good or service to be 
provided.  If PRCF fails to provide such statement it is subject to a penalty by the IRS. 

 
2.3 Low Cost Item Rule:  

The following exceptions will calculate the exact amount the donor is allowed to deduct, for tax 
purposes, from their contribution to the PRCF.  

 
2.3.1 When the cost of the good or service is less than USD 8.60 and the contribution is 

USD 43.0 or more, the donor may receive a full deduction equal to their contribution. 
2.3.2 When the cost of the good or service is more than USD 8.60 and the contribution is 

between USD USD 43.0 and USD 75.0, the donor may receive a deduction of their 
contribution less than the fair market value of the goods or services.  

2.3.3 When the contribution is less than USD 43.0, the donor must subtract the fair market 
value of the goods or services from their contribution to determine the amount of 
their deduction.   

 
2.4 Insubstantial Value Rule:   

The donor may claim the full amount of their charitable contribution if the goods or service 
received is worth less than 2% of the gift or USD 86.0; minimum contribution amount is USD 
4,300.  ($4300 x 2% = $82)  
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The following IRS table further explains the above: 
 
                

  Federal Disclosure Rule Chart (Low Cost Item Rule)   
  The following chart provides guidance for Federal Disclosure rules for Nonprofit 

Organizations 
  

    

  Amount of 
Payment Cost of Item Acknowledgment  Example of 

Payment 
Example of Fair 

Market Value 

Deductible 
Tax 

Amount 
  

  > $75.0 < $8.60 Fully Deductible $90.0 $5.0 $90.0   

  > $75.0 > $8.60 
Subtract the 

FMV $90.0 $10.0 $80.0    
                

  
> $43.0 and  

< $75.0 < $8.60 Fully Deductible $70.0 $5.0 $70.0    

  
> $43.0 and  

< $75.0 > $8.60 
Subtract the 

FMV $70.0 $10.0 $60.0    
                

  < $43.0 Any value 
Subtract the 

FMV $35.0 $5.0 $30.0    
                

Source: Donald Kramer, Esq.,Montgomery, McCracken, Walker & Rhoads, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


